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(57) ABSTRACT 

An electronic component having a multi-layered printed 
circuit board made of an organic material; a plurality of 
electronic components mounted in a face-doWn position on 
the multi-layered printed circuit board; a metal cover for 
covering the plurality of electronic components remaining a 
space or a cavity betWeen the top surface of the printed 
circuit board and the inner surface of the metal cover having 
a ?ange surrounding the outskirts of the metal cover to be 
adhered the top surface of the multi-layered printed circuit 
board; and a heat conductive member packed betWeen the 
bottom surface of the electronic components; Wherein the 

(22) Filed? Jun- 29! 1998 multi-layered printed circuit board has at least one through 
_ _ _ _ _ hole vertically penetrating the multi-layered printed circuit 

(30) Forelgn Apphcatlon Pnonty Data board at a location corresponding to the ?ange and is lined 

Jun. 30, 1997 (JP) ........................................... .. 9-174864 by a metal ?lm’ an?‘ the mum'layered Printed Circuit board 
has a heat conductive layer arranged along the rear surface 

publication Classi?cation of the multi-layered printed circuit board; the heat conduc 
tive layer being connected a metal lining of the through 

(51) Int. Cl.7 ..................................................... ..H03H 9/64 hole. 
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ELECTRONIC COMPONENT UTILIZING 
FACE-DOWN MOUNTING 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] This invention relates to a plurality of electronic 
components each of Which has a multi-layered printed 
circuit board made of a synthetic resin and on Which 
electronic components are mounted in a face-doWn position. 
More speci?cally, this invention relates to an improvement 
applicable to a structure of electronic components, the 
structure being appropriate to be employed for a dupleXer 
further employing surface acoustic Wave ?lters. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION AND 
PRIOR ART STATEMENT 

[0002] It is Well knoWn that employment of a dupleXer 
employing surface acoustic Wave ?lters is effective to make 
a mobile data communication means more compact and 
more ef?cient. 

[0003] TWo independent prior arts 
5-160664 and JPA 5-167389 are available. 

including J PA 

[0004] The former one, JPA 5-160664, discloses a struc 
ture With Which a surface acoustic Wave ?lter is mounted on 
a substrate, albeit the surface acoustic Wave ?lter is not 
employed to compose a dupleXer in this case. In the struc 
ture, metal bumps produced on a surface acoustic Wave ?lter 
are employed to connect the surface acoustic Wave ?lter and 
each electrode of the Wirings produced on a package, as 
shoWn in FIG. 5 of JPA 5-160664. This structure has an 
advantage in Which the amount of impedance is less in 
comparison With the structure in Which bonding Wires are 
employed, and therefore it has an advantage in the charac 
teristics in the technical ?eld of the high frequency electric 
Wave transmission and the other advantage effective for the 
purpose to make the eXternal dimension thereof compact, as 
Well. 

[0005] The latter one, JPA 5-167389, discloses a dupleXer 
having tWo independent surface acoustic Wave ?lters each of 
Which has a pass-band different from each other and of 
Which the rear sides are mounted on a package, as shoWn in 
FIG. 5 of JPA 5-167389. Bonding Wires are employed to 
bond the terminals of the surface acoustic Wave ?lter and the 
terminals of the package, Which is a ceramic package in this 
eXample. The tWo surface acoustic Wave ?lters are con 
nected in parallel to each other, and they are connected With 
a common external signal terminal T0 of the package (Here 
inafter referred to as a common electrode.). This common 
electrode is connected With a ?rst surface acoustic Wave 
?lter via a ?rst Wiring branched from the common electrode, 
and incidentally the common electrode is connected With a 
second surface acoustic Wave ?lter via a second Wiring 
branched from the common electrode and via an impedance 
matching circuit (M) connected With the second Wiring, as 
shoWn in FIG. 1 of JPA5-167389. The impedance matching 
circuit is a circuit having a function to prevent a signal to be 
sent toWard the common terminal from the ?rst surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter, from reaching the second surface acous 
tic Wave ?lter and having the other function to input a signal 
Which is inputted toWard the second surface acoustic Wave 
?lter from outside via the common terminal, With a high 
grade of ef?ciency. 
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[0006] A dupleXer is required to have a package in Which 
tWo surface acoustic Wave ?lters each of Which has a 
pass-band employable for transmitting a signal and the other 
pass-band employable for receiving the signal, are mounted 
thereon and is required to have a good magnitude in heat 
dissipation and hermetic sealing quality. It is needless to 
emphasiZe that it is required to have a good grade of the 
frequency characteristics. 

[0007] Since the dupleXer of JPA5-167389 has a structure 
in Which the rear surface of a surface acoustic Wave ?lter is 
mounted in a ceramic package, it has a good quality regard 
ing heat dissipation, because the ceramic package proper has 
good characteristics in heat dissipation and the dupleXer has 
a large surface With Which the ceramic package contacts the 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter to readily alloW the heat gener 
ated in the surface acoustic Wave ?lter to be dissipated 
outWard. 

[0008] It is clear that cost consciousness is important for 
an electronic component eg a dupleXer employing one or 
more surface acoustic Wave ?lters, such a dupleXer being 
employable for a compact mobile data communication 
means. 

[0009] In this sense, revieW is required for a ceramic 
package, Which is not inherently less eXpensive. Further, an 
electronic component eg a dupleXer having surface acous 
tic Wave ?lters mounted on a multi-layered printed circuit 
board made of bismaleimide triaZine resin et al. and Which 
is covered by a hermetically sealed metal cover, is assumed 
to be required in the industry. 

OBJECT AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0010] Accordingly, an object of this invention is to pro 
vide a plurality of electronic components having surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters mounted in a face-doWn position on a 
multi-layered organic printed circuit board and having a 
metal cover covering the surface acoustic Wave ?lters, 
Wherein the metal cover is hermetically sealed With the 
circuit board and the heat dissipating characteristics are 
improved. 

[0011] To achieve the foregoing object, an electronic com 
ponent in accordance With a ?rst embodiment of this inven 
tion comprises: 

[0012] a multi-layered printed circuit board made of an 
organic material, 

[0013] a plurality of electronic components mounted in 
a face-doWn position on the multi-layered printed cir 
cuit board, 

[0014] a metal cover for covering the plurality of elec 
tronic components remaining a space or a cavity 
betWeen the bottom surface of the electronic compo 
nents and the inner surface of the metal cover, the metal 
cover having a ?ange surrounding the outskirts of the 
metal cover to be adhered to the top surface of the 
multi-layered printed circuit board, and 

[0015] a heat conductive member packed betWeen the 
bottom surface of at least one of the plurality of 
electronic components and the inner surface of the 
metal cover, 
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[0016] wherein: 

[0017] the multi-layered printed circuit board has at 
least one through-hole vertically penetrating the multi 
layered printed circuit board at a location correspond 
ing to the ?ange and being lined by a metal ?lm, and 

[0018] the multi-layered printed circuit board has a heat 
conductive layer made of a metal and Which is arranged 
along the rear surface of the multi-layered printed 
circuit board, the heat conductive layer being con 
nected With the metal ?lm lining the through-hole. 

[0019] The heat generated in the electronic component in 
accordance With the ?rst embodiment of this invention is 
dissipated toWard the heat conductive layer via the metal 
cover and the through-hole. Since the through-hole is 
arranged to contact the metal ?ange of the metal cover, the 
heat is readily dissipated from the metal cover to the heat 
conductive layer. The heat conductive layer usually contacts 
an object, eg a mother board, on Which this electronic 
component is mounted. These are parameters to make the 
heat dissipation ef?ciency better. 

[0020] The more the quantity of the through-holes is, the 
better the heat dissipation ef?ciency is. 

[0021] It is preferable to bury the internal space of the 
through-hole With a material having a good grade of heat 
conductivity, because this is effective to improve the heat 
dissipation ef?ciency from the metal cover to the heat 
conductive layer. 

[0022] Since an electronic component is required to be 
compact, it is not easy to alloW any area to be employed 
solely for the purpose of cooling. Therefore, employment of 
some electrodes as a cooling means as Well is a good idea, 
because this alloWs some of the areas of an electronic 
component Which areas are not employed for cooling, to be 
employed for the purpose of cooling. For eXample, a ground 
terminal can be preferably employed for a cooling compo 
nent. 

[0023] A thermoplastic resin is preferable as a material 
employable for the heat conductive member, because it is 
effective to make the stress Which is otherWise to be imposed 
on the electronic component, less. 

[0024] To achieve the foregoing object, an electronic 
component in accordance With a second embodiment of this 
invention comprises: 

[0025] a multi-layered printed circuit board made of an 
organic materials, 

[0026] a plurality of electronic components mounted in 
a face-doWn position on the multi-layered printed cir 
cuit board, 

[0027] a metal cover for covering the plurality of elec 
tronic components remaining a space or a cavity 
betWeen the bottom surface of the plurality of elec 
tronic components and the inner surface of the metal 
cover, the metal cover having a ?ange surrounding the 
outskirts of the metal cover to be adhered to the top 
surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board, and 
a heat conductive member packed betWeen the bottom 
surface of at least one of the plurality of electronic 
components, Wherein: 
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[0028] the top surface of the multi-layered printed cir 
cuit board, Which top surface faces the space or the 
cavity covered by the metal cover, is covered by a metal 
layer. 

[0029] In this embodiment, the almost entire internal 
surface of the space or the cavity con?ning a plurality of 
electronic components is covered by a metal layer, result 
antly improving the hermetic sealing quality of the space or 
the cavity con?ning the surface acoustic Wave ?lters. 

[0030] The metal layer can be arranged betWeen the layers 
constituting the multi-layered printed circuit board, in addi 
tion to that it is arranged to cover the top surface of the 
multi-layered printed circuit board. 

[0031] If some of the through-holes are required to be 
made to face the space or the cavity in Which the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters are con?ned, they are preferably made 
surface blind through-holes, because a surface blind 
through-hole is superior in the hermetic sealing quality. 

[0032] To achieve the foregoing object, an electronic 
component in accordance With a third embodiment of this 
invention is a combination of the ?rst and second embodi 
ments. 

[0033] It is quite natural that the electronic component in 
accordance With the third embodiment of this invention has 
both features of the ?rst and second embodiments, to be 
alloWed to enjoy both advantages. 

[0034] In the case Where at least tWo of the electronic 
components emit an electromagnetic Wave, it is preferable 
that the heat conductive member is a metal foil bridging the 
bottom surface of the ?rst surface acoustic Wave ?lter or the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter Which generates a 
larger volume of heat and a selected location of the inner 
surface of the metal cover, the selected location correspond 
ing to the second surface acoustic Wave ?lter or the receiving 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter Which generates a smaller vol 
ume of heat, the metal foil having a U-shaped intermediation 
of Which one end is contacted one of the edges of the bottom 
surface of the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter and 
of Which the other end is adhered to the inner surface of the 
metal cover at a location corresponding to the receiving 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter, and the U-shaped intermedia 
tion having a function to electromagnetically shield the 
surface acoustic Wave ?lters from each other. 

[0035] In this case, the metal ?lm has a ?rst function as a 
heat conductive member and a second function as a shield 
ing member for shielding the electromagnetic Waves and a 
third function to ease stress Which otherWise is imposed on 
the electronic components. 

[0036] To achieve the foregoing object, an electronic 
component in accordance With a fourth embodiment of this 
invention comprises: 

[0037] a multi-layered printed circuit board further pro 
vided With a plurality of insulator layers, each of Which 
is intervened by Wirings and/or one or more impedance 
matching circuits having a strip line structure, 

[0038] a Wiring region arranged on a limited area of the 
top surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board, 

[0039] a couple of surface acoustic Wave ?lters bonded 
in a face-doWn position on the Wiring region, 
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[0040] a plurality of external terminals arranged on the 
rear surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board, 
the plurality of external terminals being used for con 
necting the couple of surface acoustic Wave ?lters, 

[0041] a couple of conductive layers arranged on the 
remained areas of the top and rear surfaces of the 
multi-layered printed circuit board, 

[0042] a common terminal selected from the plurality of 
external terminals, 

[0043] a ?rst line for connecting the common terminal 
and one of the surface acoustic Wave ?lters, 

[0044] a second line for connecting the common termi 
nal and the other one of the surface acoustic Wave ?lters 
via the impedance matching circuit, 

[0045] Wherein: 

[0046] the ?rst line is composed of a blind through 
hole, 

[0047] a bonding pad is arranged for connecting the one 
of the surface acoustic Wave ?lters and the blind 
through-hole, the bonding pad being arranged in the 
neighborhood of the blind through-hole, and 

[0048] a ?rst terminal for connecting the bonding pad 
and a second terminal to be connected the common 
terminal. 

[0049] In this embodiment, the length of the line connect 
ing the terminal of the ?rst surface acoustic Wave ?lter or the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter Which terminal is to 
be employed to connect it With the common electrode, and 
a diverging point located immediately beloW the blind 
through hole, at Which diverging point the ?rst line is 
branched, is made as short as the length of the blind 
through-hole. It is noted that a shorter distance betWeen the 
signal transmitting terminal of the ?rst surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter or the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter 
and the diverging point at Which the ?rst line is branched, is 
effective to prevent the characteristics of a duplexer com 
posed of the surface acoustic Wave ?lter from deviating from 
the designated characteristics, because the shorter distance 
betWeen the signal transmitting terminal of the transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter and the diverging point at Which 
the ?rst line is branched, is effective to prohibit re?ection of 
the signal Which is being transmitted. 

[0050] It is further noted that a blind through-hole is 
effective to improve the hermetic sealing quality. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0051] This invention, together With its various features 
and advantages, can readily be understood from the folloW 
ing more detailed description presented in conjunction With 
the folloWing draWings, in Which: 

[0052] FIG. 1 is a schematic cross section of an electronic 
component in accordance With the ?rst embodiment of this 
invention, FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of an upper conductor layer 
or a fourth layer produced on the upper surface of an upper 
printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board, 
[0053] FIG. 3 is a plan vieW of a loWer conductor layer or 
a third layer produced on the rear surface of the upper 
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printed board constituting the multi-layered printed circuit 
board, FIG. 4 is a plan vieW of an upper conductor layer or 
a second layer produced on the upper surface of the loWer 
printed board constituting the multi-layered printed circuit 
board, 
[0054] FIG. 5 is a plan vieW of a rear conductor layer or 
a ?rst layer produced on the rear surface of the loWer printed 
board constituting the multi-layered printed circuit board, 

[0055] FIG. 6 is a block circuit diagram of a duplexer 
employing tWo surface acoustic Wave ?lters, and 

[0056] FIG. 7 is a schematic cross section of an electronic 
component in accordance With the second embodiment of 
this invention. 

DETAILD DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS OF THIS INVENTION 

[0057] First Embodiment 

[0058] An electronic component or a duplexer having a 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter and a receiving 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter both of Which are mounted in a 
face-doWn position on a multi-layered printed circuit board 
and having a metal cover covering the surface acoustic Wave 
?lters, Wherein the surface acoustic Wave ?lters are ther 
mally connected With a heat conductive layer arranged along 
the rear surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board via 
through-holes penetrating the multi-layered printed circuit 
board for the purpose to improve the heat dissipation char 
acteristics and a space or a cavity con?ning the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters is lined by metal layers for the purpose 
to improve the hermetic sealing quality of the space or of the 
cavity. 
[0059] Referring to FIG. 1, a ?rst surface acoustic Wave 
?lter (13a) and a second surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b) 
are mounted in a face-doWn position on a multi-layered 
printed circuit board (11) Which are covered by a metal cover 
(15), remaining a space or a cavity (17) betWeen the metal 
cover (15) and the multi-layered printed circuit board (11). 
The metal cover (15) has a ?ange (15a) arranged along the 
outskirts of the metal cover (15). A heat conductive member 
(19) is packed betWeen the bottom surface (13y) of the ?rst 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the inner surface of the 
metal cover (15). 

[0060] Each of the surface acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and 
(13b) is a surface acoustic Wave ?lter produced by forming 
at least one interdigital transducer on a pieZoelectric sub 
strate. In this speci?cation, the surface of the pieZoelectric 
substrate on Which surface the interdigital transducer is 
formed is named as a top surface, and the surface of the 
pieZoelectric substrate Which surface is opposite to the top 
surface is named as a bottom surface. 

[0061] The multi-layered printed circuit board (11) is 
penetrated by at least one through-hole (31) lined by a metal 
layer (31a), Which through-hole (31) is arranged at a loca 
tion corresponding to the ?ange (15a) for the purpose to 
dissipate the heat generated in the surface acoustic Wave 
?lters. 

[0062] The rear surface of the multi-layered printed circuit 
board (11) is covered by a heat conductive layer (33) Which 
is connected With the through-hole (31). The heat conductive 
layer (33) can be a ground terminal (51). 
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[0063] The top surface of the multi-layered printed circuit 
board (11) is covered by metal ?lms (35) as far as possible, 
insofar as the area facing the space or the cavity (17) is 
concerned or excluding the area contacting the rear surface 
of the ?ange (15a) and the area outside the space or the 
cavity (17). The function of the metal ?lms (35) is to secure 
the hermetic sealing quality. 

[0064] Referring to FIG. 2, the foregoing metal ?lms (35) 
are composed of mounting terminals (A1), (A2), (B1) and 
(B2) and a conductor layer (55) for grounding and Which is 
arranged on the top surface of the multi-layered printed 
circuit board (11). 

[0065] Again referring to FIG. 1, the length of the ?ange 
(15a) of the metal cover (15) is larger than the inner diameter 
of the through-hole (31). The through-hole (31) is buried by 
a thermal conductive material (37) to improve the heat 
conductivity betWeen the metal cover (15) and the heat 
conductive layer (33). An adhesive (39) is employed to 
adhere the ?ange (15a) of the metal cover (15) and the 
multi-layered printed circuit board (11). 

[0066] The multi-layered printed circuit board (11) can be 
composed of arbitrary tWo boards. In this embodiment, an 
upper board (11a) and a loWer board (11b) are adhered each 
other employing a medium layer (11c) produced by preim 
pregnation. Since the top surface of the upper printed board 
(11a) and the rear surface of the loWer printed board (11b) 
are covered respectively by a conductor layer, the multi 
layered printed circuit board (11) turns out to be composed 
of four conductive layers. The exemplary material of the 
conductor layers is copper. 

[0067] Referring to FIGS. 2, 3, 4 and 5, a description Will 
be presented beloW for the foregoing four conductor layers. 

[0068] FIG. 2 is a plan vieW of an upper conductor layer 
or a fourth layer produced on the upper surface of the upper 
printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board. FIG. 3 is a plan vieW of a loWer conductor layer or 
a third layer produced on the rear surface of the upper 
printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board. FIG. 4 is a plan vieW of an upper conductor layer or 
a second layer produced on the upper surface of the loWer 
printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board. FIG. 5 is a plan vieW of a rear conductor layer or a 
?rst layer produced on the rear surface of the loWer printed 
board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit board. 

[0069] Referring to FIG. 5, a rear conductor layer or a ?rst 
layer produced on the rear surface of the loWer printed board 
constituting a multi-layered printed circuit board, is com 
posed of external terminals (T0), (T1), and (T2), and con 
ductor layers for grounding or loWer grounding terminals 
(51), each of Which is produced on a layer of a solder resist 
(61) insulated by insulation gaps (57). The external terminal 
(To) is typically connected With an antenna. The external 
terminal (T1) is employed to receive external signals from 
outside. The external terminal (T2) is employed to forWard 
received signals toWard the circuits of later stages. Since the 
external terminal (To) is employed commonly for the ?rst 
and second surface acoustic Wave ?lters, the external ter 
minal (To) can be called a common terminal by some 
chance. 

[0070] Referring to FIG. 4, an upper conductor layer or a 
second layer produced on the upper surface of the loWer 
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printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board, is a Wiring (M) Which functions as an impedance 
matching circuit and Which is connected betWeen terminals 
(C1) and (C2), each of Which is produced along the through 
holes produced along the side surface of the multi-layered 
printed circuit board (11). 

[0071] Referring to FIG. 3, a loWer conductor layer or a 
third layer produced on the rear surface of the upper printed 
board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit board, has 
Wirings (53) for connecting plural terminals (A1‘), (A2‘), 
(B1‘) and (B2‘) for mounting electronic components. 

[0072] Referring to FIG. 2, an upper conductor layer or a 
fourth layer produced on the upper surface of the upper 
printed board constituting a multi-layered printed circuit 
board, is composed of terminals (A1), (A2), (B 1) and (B2) for 
mounting surface acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and (13b), and 
conductor layers for grounding or upper grounding terminals 
(55). 
[0073] Referring to FIGS. 2 through 5, the impedance 
matching circuit (M) and each of the Wirings (53) are made 
of the strip line structure arranged betWeen the loWer 
grounding terminals (51) and the upper grounding terminals 
(55). 
[0074] Referring to FIGS. 1, 3 and 5, the external termi 
nals (T0), (T1), and (T2) and the Wirings (53) are connected 
via semi-cylindrical through-holes (43) produced along the 
side surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board (11). 

[0075] Referring to FIGS. 3 and 4, the impedance match 
ing circuit (M) and the Wirings (53) are connected as Well, 
via semi-cylindrical through-holes (43) produced along the 
side surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board (11). 

[0076] Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the terminals (A1), 
(A2), (B1) and (B2) employable for mounting surface acous 
tic Wave ?lters and the Wirings (53) employable for con 
necting terminals (A1‘), (A2‘), (B1‘) and (B2‘) for mounting 
electronic components are connected via blind through 
holes. A blind through-hole is de?ned as a through-hole 
Which is lined by a metal layer, Which is buried by a product 
produced employing a lamination process and of Which the 
surface is covered by a conductor layer. 

[0077] The upper conductor layer (55) for grounding and 
the loWer conductor layer (51) for grounding are connected 
employing respectively the through-hole (31) and the semi 
cylindrical through-hole (43), each of Which is explained, 
referring to FIG. 1. 

[0078] Referring to FIG. 5, since the conductor layers for 
grounding or loWer ground terminals (51) have a function as 
heat conductive layers, it is designed to have an area as large 
as possible, excluding on the area corresponding to the 
external terminals (T0), (T1), and (T2), the terminals (C1), 
and (C2) et al. for connecting the semi-cylindrical through 
holes (43), and the gap (57) for securing insulation. The 
remaining area thereof is covered by a layer (61) of a solder 
resist. 

[0079] Referring to FIG. 2, surface acoustic Wave ?lters 
are mounted in a face-doWn position on the multi-layered 
printed circuit board (11) employing the terminals (A1), 
(A2), (B1) and (B2). A structure to mount an electronic 
component in a face-doWn position is effective to make an 
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electronic component such as a duplexer employing surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters, compact, albeit the structure proper is 
Well-knoWn in the industry. 

[0080] Referring to FIG. 1 again, bumps (13x) are pro 
duced on input, output and ground terminals of the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and (13b). Since it is preferable 
to employ a non-chemical method therefor, a method to be 
conducted employing an adhesion process conducted 
employing an ultrasonic Wave, in this example. Gold is 
preferably employed as the material for the bumps. Inciden 
tally, it is noted that since an ultrasonic bonding process is 
employed, no Washing process is required after surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters are mounted on a multi-layered printed 
circuit board. 

[0081] From the vieWpoints to prevent pyroelectric effect 
from occurring for surface acoustic Wave ?lters, it is pref 
erable to produce the bumps on the Wirings arranged on a 
multi-layered printed circuit board. 

[0082] After the bumps (13x) are produced, the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and (13b) are mounted on the 
multi-layered printed circuit board (11) employing the ter 
minals (A1), (A2), (B1), (B2) et al. Each of the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters is a band-pass ?lter having respectively 
a center frequency different from each other. The surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter employed for transmitting signals has a 
center frequency of e.g. 836 MHZ, and the surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter employed for receiving signals has a center 
frequency of e.g. 881 MHZ. Each of them has an interdigital 
transducer produced of an A1 alloy on a substrate of e.g. 
LiTaO3. 
[0083] Since the multi-layered printed circuit board (11) 
has the internal Wirings described above, each of the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and (13b) has one terminal 
connected With the common external terminal (T0) of the 
duplexer and the other terminal connected With the external 
signal terminal (T1) in the case of the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the external signal terminal 
(T2) in the case of the receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter 
(13b). The receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b) is 
connected With the common external terminal (To) via the 
impedance matching circuit In this manner, the require 
ment for a duplexer is satis?ed. 

[0084] Referring to FIG. 1, the metal cover (15) acts as the 
heat conductive layer of the transmitting surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter and as a means for securing hermetic sealing 
quality of the space or the cavity (17) con?ning the trans 
mitting and receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and 
(13b). Since it is preferable that the metal cover (15) has a 
good grade of electric conductivity and of electromagnetic 
shielding effect, a press formed basin made of e.g. a Ni layer 
having a thickness of 0.2 mm can be employed as the metal 

cover (15). 

[0085] The ?ange (15a) of the metal cover (15) can be 
adhered to the top surface of the multi-layered printed circuit 
board (11) employing a electrically conductive adhesive, 
because it has a good grade of thermal conductivity and has 
a electromagnetic shielding effect, resultantly securing ther 
mal conductivity betWeen the metal cover (15) and the 
through-hole (31), the hermetic sealing quality for the space 
or the cavity (17) and the electro-magnetic shielding func 
tion for the metal cover (15). The electrically conductive 
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adhesive available in the market place usually contains 
silver. After an electrically conductive adhesive containing 
silver is employed for adhering the ?ange (15a) of the metal 
cover (15) on the top surface of the multi-layered printed 
circuit board (11), a helium leak test is conducted to make 
sure the hermetic sealing quality. 

[0086] A transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter usually 
generates a larger quantity of heat than a receiving surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter. As a result, arrangement of the heat 
conductive member (19) betWeen the bottom surface (13y) 
of the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the 
inner surface of the metal cover (15) is effective to cool the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a). 

[0087] The heat conductive member (19) can be made of 
an adhesive of a thermoplastic resin containing a metal 
poWder e.g. a silver poWder or a poWder of alumna, a 
poWder of aluminum nitride or a poWder of silicon carbide, 
because it has a good grade of thermal conductivity and a 
less grade of elasticity, resultantly causing a good result for 
heat dissipation and a less magnitude of stress to be imposed 
on the connection parts of the bumps et al. Since the distance 
betWeen the bottom surface (13y) of the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the inner surface of the metal 
cover (15) is preferably small, it can be selected to be 50 
through 75 pm, taking the height and margin thereof of the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the 
dimensional margin of the metal cover (15) into consider 
ation. The bottom surface (13y) of the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the inner surface of the metal 
cover (15) can be adhered With an area as large as possible, 
provided the adhesive does not How to reach the opposite 
surface of the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) 
on Which surface the electrodes are available, because this is 
effective to reduce the heat resistance. 

[0088] The through-hole (31) can be buried With an elec 
trically conductive epoxy resin adhesive containing a silver 
poWder, Which has a high grade of thermal conductivity. 

[0089] Since the electronic component in accordance With 
the ?rst embodiment of this invention is produced as Was 
described above, it is alloWed to enjoy the folloWing advan 
tages. 

[0090] In the case in Which the electronic component is 
employed as a duplexer, the heat generated in the surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters (13a) and (13b) is transmitted in the 
folloWing path. The heat generated in the neighborhood of 
the interdigital transducer of the transmitting surface acous 
tic Wave ?lter (13a) is transmitted toWard the bottom surface 
(13y) thereof. A part of the heat is transmitted to the metal 
?lm (35) of the multi-layered printed circuit board (11) via 
bumps (13x) (See FIG. 1.). The thermal resistance of the 
latter path is much larger than that of the former path. Thus, 
the almost entire quantity of the heat is transmitted to the 
metal cover (15) via the heat conductive member (19). Apart 
of the heat is dissipated into the air from the surface of the 
metal cover (15). The remaining quantity of the heat is 
transmitted to the conductor ?lm (55) arranged on the top 
surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board (11) (See 
FIG. 2.) and the heat conductive layer (33) arranged along 
the rear surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board 
(11) via the heat conductive adhesive (39) and the thermal 
conductive material (37) buried in the through-hole (31), 
before being dissipated into a mother board et al. on Which 
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the multi-layered printed circuit board (11) is mounted. A 
part of the heat is dissipated via the loWer grounding 
terminals (51) surrounded by the solder resist layer (61) 
arranged along the rear surface of the multi-layered printed 
circuit board (11) (See FIG. 5). 

[0091] As a result, the temperature rise of the dupleXer 
package in accordance With the ?rst embodiment of this 
invention is as loW as 12° C. per one Watt of the high 
frequency electric poWer inputted into the transmitting sur 
face acoustic Wave ?lter (13a), provided the thermal con 
ductivity of the heat conductive member (19) is approXi 
mately 30 W/m. k. This level of the temperature rise is less 
than that of an electronic component Which has neither 
through-holes (31) nor the heat conductive layer (33). Thus, 
it is clear that the through-hole (31) and the heat conductive 
layer (33) are effective to cool an electronic component. 

[0092] No thermal destruction is caused for the interdigital 
transducers by high frequency electric poWer of 5 Watts 
inputted into the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter 
(13a) constituting a dupleXer in accordance With the ?rst 
embodiment of this invention. Further, this poWer level 
continuously inputted into an electronic component for 100 
hours does not cause any deterioration for the characteristics 
of the dupleXer in accordance With the ?rst embodiment of 
this invention. In comparison, the interdigital transducers of 
a surface acoustic Wave ?lter having no heat conductive 
member (19) is not durable against high frequency electric 
poWer of 2 Watts, proving the effect of a heat conductive 
member (19). 

[0093] Unlike an electronic component packaged in a 
ceramic package Which is inherently superior in the char 
acteristics of the hermetic sealing quality, it is not easy for 
an electronic component mounted on a multi-layered printed 
circuit board to secure the hermetic sealing quality. In this 
embodiment, the space or the cavity con?ning surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters therein is surrounded by metal layers as 
far as possible. On top of that, all the Wirings arriving at the 
space or the cavity (17) in Which the surface acoustic Wave 
?lters are con?ned are arranged through blind through 
holes. In other Words, no penetrating through-holes arrive at 
the space or the cavity (17) in Which the surface acoustic 
Wave ?lters are con?ned. As a result, a good grade of 
hermetic sealing quality is secured for the surface of a 
multi-layered printed circuit board. 

[0094] The resistivity of the electrically conductive epoXy 
resin adhesive containing a metal poWder eg a silver 
poWder employed for adhering the metal cover to the 
multi-layered printed circuit board is as loW as 2x13‘3 Q cm 
after adhesion, in addition to a good grade of the adhesive 
characteristics. 

[0095] Finally, a thermal cycling test in Which a dupleXer 
in accordance With the ?rst embodiment of this invention is 
imposed 100 thermal cycles consisting of a cold temperature 
of 40° C. beloW Zero applicable for 30 minutes and a hot 
temperature of 85° C. applicable for 30 minutes, folloWed by 
a He leakage test, has shoWn a leakage rate of 1x10“8 
atom-cc/sec, Which is the same level as that determined 
before the thermal cycling test. No corrosion due to a less 
grade of hermetic sealing quality is recogniZed for interdigi 
tal transducers. 

[0096] The foregoing description has clari?ed that the ?rst 
embodiment of this invention has successfully provided an 
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plurality of electronic components having surface acoustic 
Wave ?lters mounted in a face-doWn position on a multi 
layered organic printed circuit board and having a metal 
cover covering the surface acoustic Wave ?lters, Wherein the 
hermetic sealing quality of the metal cover, against the 
multi-layered printed circuit board and the heat dissipation 
characteristics are improved to a remenbable extent. 

[0097] Second Embodiment 

[0098] An electronic component or a dupleXer having a 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter and a receiving 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter both of Which are mounted in a 
face-doWn position on a multi-layered printed circuit board 
and having a metal cover covering the surface acoustic Wave 
?lters, Wherein the surface acoustic Wave ?lters are ther 
mally connected a heat conductive layer arranged along the 
rear surface of the multi-layered printed circuit board via 
through-holes penetrating the multi-layered printed circuit 
board for the purpose to improve the heat dissipation char 
acteristics, a space or a cavity con?ning the surface acoustic 
Wave ?lters is lined by metal layers for the purpose to 
improve the hermetic sealing quality of the metal cover 
against the multi-layered printed circuit board, and a metal 
foil is arranged betWeen the bottom surface (13y) of the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter and the inner sur 
face of a location of the metal cover Which location corre 
sponds to the receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter, the 
metal foil having U-shaped intermediation of Which one end 
is contacted one of the edges of the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter and of Which the other end is adhered to 
the inner surface of the metal cover at a location correspond 
ing to the receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter, for the 
purpose to enhance the characteristics of the heat dissipation 
and for the purpose to arrange an electromagnetic shield 
betWeen the tWo surface acoustic Wave ?lters. 

[0099] Referring to FIG. 7, the electronic component in 
accordance With the second embodiment of this invention is 
nearly identical to that in accordance With the ?rst embodi 
ment of this invention, excepting the structure of the heat 
conductive member (71) Which is a metal foil (71) in the 
second embodiment of this invention. 

[0100] The metal foil (71) is a foil of a metal e.g. copper 
Which has a good grade of thermal conductivity and is 
mechanically soft, having a thickness range of 50 through 
100 pm. The metal foil (71) has a Width larger than that of 
a surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a), although it must be 
alloWed to be con?ned in a space or a cavity (17) con?ned 
by a metal cover (15). One end of the metal foil (71) is 
arranged to cover the bottom surface (13y) of the transmit 
ting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the other end of 
the metal foil (71) is arranged to stick to the inner surface of 
the metal cover (15) at a location corresponding to the 
receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b). BetWeen the 
tWo ends, the metal foil (71) has a slack (71a) of Which the 
height is identical to that of the surface acoustic Wave ?lters 
(13a) or (13b) or slightly less. The slack (71a) is designed 
to bridge the both ends in a loosened shape. More speci? 
cally, the slack (71a) can be described as a U-shaped 
intermediation of Which one end is contacted one of the 
edges (the right edge in FIG. 7) of the bottom surface (13y) 
(the top surface in FIG. 7) of the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and of Which the other end is 
adhered to the inner surface of the metal cover at a location 
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corresponding to the bottom surface (132) (the top surface in 
FIG. 7) of the receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b). 

[0101] The one end of the metal foil (71) is adhered to the 
bottom surface (13y) of the ?rst or transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) employing a ?rst adhesive (73) 
and the other end of the metal foil (71) is adhered to the inner 
surface of the metal cover (15) employing a second adhesive 
(75). The ?rst adhesive (73) is required to be electrically 
non-conductive and have a good grade of thermal conduc 
tivity, because it is harmless even if it ?oWs to reach the 
opposite surface of the surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) on 
Which surface electrodes are available. In this sense, a 
thermoplastic resin adhesive containing alumina et al. is 
preferable. A thermoplastic resin adhesive containing a 
metal poWder eg a silver poWder can be employed for the 
second adhesive (75). 

[0102] Adhesives can be applied to the entire bottom 
surface (13y) of the surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) at the 
foregoing one end of the metal foil (71) and to the entire 
surface of the metal foil (71) at the foregoing other end of 
the metal foil (71). 

[0103] Only one kind of adhesive can be employed both as 
the ?rst and second adhesives. In this case, hoWever, an 
attention must be paid not to cause the adhesives to How to 
reach the opposite side of the ?rst surface acoustic Wave 
?lter (13a) on Which side electrodes are available. 

[0104] The gap betWeen the bottom surface (13y) of the 
?rst surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and the inner surface 
of the metal cover (15) is larger for this embodiment than 
that for the ?rst embodiment. 

[0105] The route for heat transmission for this embodi 
ment is identical to that for the ?rst embodiment. Accord 
ingly, the results enjoyable by the ?rst embodiment can be 
enjoyed by the second embodiment as Well. 

[0106] In the case Where a metal foil (71) made of a copper 
foil having a thickness of 50 pm is employed and an 
adhesive of Which the thermal conductivity is approximately 
30 W/m.k is employed as both the ?rst and second adhesives, 
the temperature rise of the dupleXer package in accordance 
With the second embodiment of this invention is as loW as 
18° C. per one Watt of the high frequency electronic poWer 
input into the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a). 
This level of the temperature rise is less than that of an 
electronic component Which has neither through-holes (31) 
nor the heat conductive layer (35). 

[0107] The characteristics regarding the hermetic sealing 
quality is similar for this embodiment to the ?rst embodi 
ment. 

[0108] It is noted, hoWever, that the second embodiment 
has an additional advantage described beloW. Since one end 
of the metal foil (71) is adhered the inner surface of the metal 
cover (15) employing an electrically conductive adhesive 
(75), and since the ?ange (15a) of the metal cover (15) is 
adhered the upper conductive layer (35) of the multi-layered 
printed circuit board (11) employing an electrically conduc 
tive adhesive (39), the electric potential of the metal foil (71) 
is the ground potential. Thus, the slack or the U-shaped 
intermediation (71a) of the metal foil (71) acts as an 
electromagnetic shield separating the transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) from the receiving surface acous 
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tic Wave ?lter (13b), resultantly preventing a cross talk 
betWeen the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) 
and the receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b). Further, 
since the slack or the U-shaped intermediation (71a) of the 
metal foil (71) has a function to absorb mechanical stress, 
potential adverse effects to be caused by the metal foil (71) 
can be remarkably eased. 

[0109] Third Embodiment 

[0110] A combination of the ?rst embodiment and the 
second embodiment. 

[0111] Fourth Embodiment 

[0112] An electronic component eg a dupleXer having a 
short distance betWeen an input terminal and a transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter, Whereby being free from draW 
backs such as a garble or a deviation of the impedance 
characteristics, a shift of the phase of signals and/or a 
re?ection of signals in the Wiring connecting the input 
terminal and the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter. 

[0113] Referring to FIG. 6, a dupleXer consisting of tWo 
surface acoustic Wave ?lters each of Which has a pass-band 
different from each other, is composed of a transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) and a series circuit of an 
impedance matching circuit (M) and a receiving circuit 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13b) Which are connected in 
parallel to each other at a diverging point (DP) With Which 
a common external signal terminal (To) is connected. 

[0114] In this sense, if the distance between the diverging 
point (DP) and an output terminal of the surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter (13a) Which output terminal is employable for 
transmitting signals, is long, possibilities can not be denied 
for the impedance characteristics to be garbled or deviated 
from the designed amount, the phase of signals to be shifted 
and/or re?ection of signals to occur. In other Words, such 
being the case, possibilities can not be denied for the 
characteristics of a dupleXer composed of a surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter to be deviated from the designed characteristics. 

[0115] Referring to FIGS. 1 and 2, a blind through-hole 
(41) is produced to penetrate the upper board (11a) of the 
multi-layered printed circuit board (11) at a location imme 
diately beloW the diverging point (DP). Further, a terminal 
(A1) (See FIG. 2.) employable for mounting the transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) is produced immediately 
above the blind through-hole (41). An output terminal for 
transmitting signals of the transmitting surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter (13a) is mounted on the terminal (A1). This 
structure causes the length of the Wiring (a ?rst line de?ned 
in claim 13) connecting the diverging point (DP) and the 
transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) to be as short 
as the length of the blind through-hole (41). 

[0116] Referring to FIGS. 2, 3 and 4, the connection 
betWeen the diverging point (DP) and the receiving surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) is composed of: 

[0117] the Wiring (53) (a second line de?ned in claim 
13) connecting the diverging point (DP) and the termi 
nal (C1) for the end plane through-hole shoWn in FIG. 

a 

[0118] the impedance matching circuit (M) connecting 
the terminals (C1) and (C2) shoWn in FIG. 4, 
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[0119] the Wiring (53) connecting the terminal (B2‘) and 
the terminal (C2) for the end plane through-hole shown 
in FIGS. 3 and 4, and a blind through-hole (not shown) 
connecting the terminal (B2‘) and the terminal (B2) (See 
FIG. 2.). 

[0120] In the manner described above, the length of the 
Wiring (the ?rst line) connecting the diverging point (DP) 
and the transmitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter (13a) of the 
dupleXer in accordance With the fourth embodiment of this 
invention, can be as small as the thickness of the upper board 
(11a) eg 200 through 300 pm. Accordingly, the foregoing 
draWback Which unavoidably accompanies a dupleXer 
bonded With a bonding Wire or a dupleXer having a long 
distance betWeen a diverging point and a transmitting sur 
face acoustic Wave ?lter, is successfully removed. In other 
Words, the impedance characteristics are not garbled or 
deviated from the designed value, the phase of signals is not 
shifted and/or no re?ection occurs for signals in the Wiring 
connecting a diverging point and a transmitting surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter available in the prior art, is successfully 
removed. In other Words, a deviation of the characteristics of 
a dupleXer composed of a surface acoustic Wave ?lter from 
the designed characteristics, can be successfully prevented 
from occurring. 

[0121] The foregoing description has clari?ed that this 
invention has successfully provided a plurality of improve 
ments applicable to electronic components eg a dupleXer 
provided With plural surface acoustic Wave ?lters, each of 
Which electronic components is mounted on a multi-layered 
organic printed circuit board in a face-doWn position and is 
covered by a metal cover, the characteristics are improved 
regarding the hermetic sealing quality of a space or a cavity 
con?ned by the printed circuit board and the metal cover, the 
cooling effect is improved and a potential garble of the 
characteristics of a dupleXer composed of a surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter or a potential deviation of the characteristics of 
a dupleXer composed of a surface acoustic Wave ?lter from 
the designed amount is prevented from occurring, potential 
phase shift for signals is prevented from occurring and 
potential occurrence of re?ection of signals is prevented 
from occurring. 

[0122] Although this invention has been described With 
reference to speci?c embodiments, this description is not 
meant to be construed in a limiting sense. Various modi? 
cations of the disclosed embodiments, as Well as other 
embodiments of this invention, Will be apparent to persons 
skilled in the art upon reference to the description of this 
invention. It is therefore contemplated that the appended 
claims Will cover any such modi?cations or embodiments as 
fall Within the true scope of this invention. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An electronic component comprising: 

a multi-layered printed circuit board made of an organic 
material, 

a plurality of electronic components mounted in a face 
doWn position on said multi-layered printed circuit 
board, 

a metal cover for covering said plurality of electronic 
components remaining a space or a cavity betWeen the 
bottom surface of said electronic components and the 
inner surface of said metal cover, said metal cover 
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having a ?ange surrounding the outskirts of said metal 
cover to be adhered to the top surface of said multi 
layered printed circuit board, and 

a heat conductive member packed betWeen said bottom 
surface of at least one of said plurality of electronic 
components and the inner surface of said metal cover, 

Wherein: 

said multi-layered printed circuit board has at least one 
through-hole vertically penetrating said multi-layered 
printed circuit board at a location corresponding to said 
?ange and being lined by a metal ?lm, and 

said multi-layered printed circuit board has a heat con 
ductive layer made of a metal and Which is arranged 
along the rear surface of said multi-layered printed 
circuit board, said heat conductive layer being con 
nected said metal ?lm lining said through-hole. 

2. An electronic component comprising: 

a multi-layered printed circuit board made of an organic 
material, 

a plurality of electronic components mounted in a face 
doWn position on said multi-layered printed circuit 
board, and 

a metal cover for covering said plurality of electronic 
components remaining a space or a cavity betWeen the 
bottom surface of said electronic components and the 
inner surface of said metal cover, said metal cover 
having a ?ange surrounding the outskirts of said metal 
cover to be adhered to the surface of said multi-layered 
printed circuit board, 

Wherein: 

almost entire surface of the top surface of said multi 
layered printed circuit board, Which top surface faces 
said space or said cavity covered by said metal cover, 
is covered by a metal layer. 

3. An electronic component comprising: 

a multi-layered printed circuit board made of an organic 
material, 

a plurality of electronic components mounted in a face 
doWn position on said multi-layered printed circuit 
board, 

a metal cover for covering said plurality of electronic 
components remaining a space or a cavity betWeen the 
bottom surface of said electronic components and the 
inner surface of said metal cover, said metal cover 
having a ?ange surrounding the outskirts of said metal 
cover to be adhered to the surface of said multi-layered 
printed circuit board, and 

a heat conductive member packed betWeen said bottom 
surface of at least one of said plurality of electronic 
components and the inner surface of said metal cover, 

Wherein: 

said multi-layered printed circuit board has at least one 
through-hole vertically penetrating said multi-layered 
printed circuit board at a location corresponding to said 
?ange and is lined by a metal ?lm, 
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said multi-layered printed circuit board has a heat con 
ductive layer made of a metal and Which is arranged 
along the rear surface of said multi-layered printed 
circuit board, said heat conductive layer being con 
nected a metal lining of said through-hole, and 

said multi-layered printed circuit board has a metal layer 
covering almost entire surface of the top surface of said 
multi-layered printed circuit board, Which top surface 
faces said space or said cavity covered by said metal 
cover. 

4. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1 or 
3, Wherein: 

said through-hole is buried by a heat conductive material. 
5. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1 or 

3, Wherein: 

at least a portion of said heat conductive layer is the 
electrodes of said electronic components. 

6. An electronic component in accordance With claim 2 or 
3, Wherein: 

said metal layer is composed of the electrode of said 
electronic components and of said metal ?lm covering 
the top surface of said multi-layered printed circuit 
board, Which top surface faces said space or said cavity 
covered by said metal cover. 

7. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1, 2 
or 3, Wherein: 

said multi-layered printed circuit board has at least one 
blind through-hole at locations facing said space or said 
cavity covered by said metal cover. 

8. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1 or 
3, Wherein: 

said heat conductive member is made of a heat conductive 
thermoplastic resin. 

9. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1, 2 
or 3, Wherein: 

said plurality of electronic components is a plurality of 
surface acoustic Wave ?lters. 

10. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1, 
2 or 3, Wherein: 

said plurality of electronic components includes a 
dupleXer comprising a transmitting surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter and a receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lter. 

11. An electronic component in accordance With claim 1 
or 3, Wherein: 

at least tWo of said plurality of electronic components 
emit an electromagnetic Wave, and said heat conductive 
member is a metal foil bridging the bottom surface of 
one of said electronic components Which generates a 
larger volume of heat and a location of the inner surface 
of said metal cover, said location corresponding to the 
other one of said electronic components Which gener 
ates a smaller volume of heat, and said one of said 
electromagnetic components and said other one of said 
electronic components are electromagnetically 
shielded by the metal foil having a U-shaped interme 
diation of Which one end is contacted one of the edges 
of the bottom surface of said one of said electronic 
components and of Which the other end is adhered to 
the inner surface of said metal cover at a location 
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corresponding to the bottom surface of said other one 
of said electronic components. 

12. An electronic component in accordance With claim 11, 
Wherein: 

some of said electronic components emitting an electro 
magnetic Wave are transmitting surface acoustic Wave 
?lters and receiving surface acoustic Wave ?lters com 
posing at least one dupleXer, and 

some of said electronic components emitting a larger 
amount of heat are said transmitting surface acoustic 
Wave ?lters composing at least one dupleXer. 

13. An electronic component comprising: 

a multi-layered printed circuit board comprising a plural 
ity of organic layers, each of Which is intervened by 
Wirings and/or at least one impedance matching circuit 
having a strip line structure, 

a Wiring region arranged on a limited area of the top 
surface of said multi-layered printed circuit board, 

a ?rst surface acoustic Wave ?lter and a second surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter attached in a face-doWn position to 
said Wiring region, 

a plurality of external connection terminals arranged on 
the rear surface of said multi-layered printed circuit 
board, said plurality of external terminals being used 
for connecting said couple of surface acoustic Wave 
?lters, 

a couple of conductive layers arranged on the remained 
areas of the top and rear surfaces of said multi-layered 
printed circuit board, 

a common terminal selected from said plurality of exter 
nal connection terminals, 

a ?rst line for connecting said ?rst surface acoustic Wave 
?lter and a diverging point at Which a line from said 
common terminal is diverged to said ?rst surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter, 

a second line diverged at said diverging point from said 
common terminal and for connecting said second 
acoustic Wave ?lter and said common terminal, said 
connection being conducted through said second line 
and said impedance matching circuit, 

Wherein: 

said ?rst line is composed of a blind through hole of 
Which the loWer end is immediately connected said 
diverging point, and further comprising: 

at least one bonding terminal arranged for connecting said 
transmitting one of said surface acoustic Wave ?lters 
and the upper end of said blind through hole at a 
location immediately above said blind through hole or 
in the neighborhood of said blind through hole, and 
each of said bonding terminals is connected a terminal 
to be connected said common terminal of said trans 
mitting surface acoustic Wave ?lter. 

14. An electronic component in accordance With claim 13, 
further comprising: 

a metal cover for covering said ?rst and second surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters remaining a space or a cavity 
betWeen the bottom surface of said surface acoustic 
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Wave ?lters and the top surface of said multi-layered 
printed circuit board, said metal cover having a ?ange 
surrounding the outskirts of said metal cover to be 
adhered to said top surface of said multi-layered printed 
circuit board, 

a heat conductive member packed betWeen the bottom 
surface of said one of said surface acoustic Wave ?lters 

and the inner surface of said metal cover, 

at least one through-hole vertically penetrating said multi 
layered printed circuit board at a location correspond 
ing to said ?ange and being lined by a metal ?lm, and 
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a heat conductive layer arranged along the rear surface of 
said multi-layered printed circuit board, said heat con 
ductive layer being connected the metal lining of said 
through-hole. 

15. An electronic component in accordance With claim 13, 
Wherein: 

said ?rst surface acoustic Wave ?lters is a transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter, and said second surface 
acoustic Wave ?lters is a receiving surface acoustic 
Wave ?lter, and a combination of said transmitting 
surface acoustic Wave ?lter and said receiving surface 
acoustic Wave ?lter composes a dupleXer. 

* * * * * 


